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MAKAWEE
Welcome to the Sisterhood of Makawee.
You are entering a sisterhood dedicated to healing our individual
selves and the collective of all beings.
During our profound women´s retreats, we become the truth seekers,
shifting our focus from the external to the internal world. As
explorers, we dive deep into our souls connecting with the universe.
Each day will be an opportunity for you to birth what it is that you
want to create for your everyday life. Courageously supported by
women you will be able to experience your true self by dissolving
blockages and break chains of past conditioning.

MAKAWEE translates from the Native American language to
mothering. It is our deepest connection to experience all there is.
Connection through Pacha Mamma (mother earth), Grand Mother
Ayahuasca and our sense of Mother.

INTROSPECTION
Our first step to healing and
change is self reflection. A
beautiful process of discovery as
we become the truth seekers by
making the space, shifting our
focus from the external to the
internal world. As explorers, we
dive deep into our souls
connecting with the universe. It is
from here that we can create
action to change.

FEMALE EMPOWERMENT
Courageously supported by women you will be able to experience your true self by dissolving
blockages and break chains of past conditioning.

CONTINUED
INTEGRATION
The true ceremony begins after the
retreat. Dedication to continued
integration is a responsibility and a
wonderful opportunity to action change.
We offer continued support with our
sisters and also trusted therapist that we
work wth on a regular basis. Our healing
is a educational journey to help us evolve
it is not a check list or destination.
Together in community we can make this
process enjoyable as we learn and relieve
ourselves of past or future worries.
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Matilda first met with the mother medicine
Ayahuasca in 2013. The plant communicated very
clearly her role as the messenger of spreading the
ancient knowledge in this new part of the world,
Europe. She took on the mission and have ever
since been organizing retreats and building a
medicine community in Barcelona.
Another vision which resonated deep within her
soul was to facilitate healing for women through
ceremonies. In 2020 the vision became reality
when she created the first women's retreat MAKAWEE. Additionally, she spends her time
helping people feel vital and vibrant with the
healing frequencies of Bioresonance.
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C R E A T O R
As the founder of Shanti Vida Creative Yoga Hub,
Desirea is passionate about sharing good vibes
and creating a healing connection. Desirea is
Shanti’s conscious concierge, meaning she
designs personal programs for growth and
wellness, empowering you to become the
designer of your life. She supports you and
attunes to a unique creative process of discovery.
She is dedicated to the practice of yoga,
breathwork, meditation, motivational coaching
(NLP) and supports medicinal plant journeys.
Shanti Vida (peaceful life) is her precious wish for
all beings: a wish for peace in life.
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Listening to the call of her spirit towards personal
development, Ness studied various healing methods
such as; NLP, Wingwave Coaching, Quantum Healing,
Death & Grief midwife, Tapping, Kundalini & Bhakti
yoga, Emotional Decoding, Akashic Records. Leading
her to her dedicated path of plant medicine. Trained to
serve the medicine with her Master of the Shipibo
tradition in Peru, where she was given permission to
share the sacred ceremony. Spending the past years in
Colombia, she continues to expand her knowledge with
her Grandfathers and Grandmothers from the
traditions of Cofán, Siona and Muisca.
Ness serves as our mother, her powerful and nurturing
maternal, feminine energy creates a deep sensation of
safety before, during and after the sacred ceremonies.

GUARDIAN ANGEL
IN CEREMONY

GUARDIAN ANGEL
AND MUSICIAN

Paula's life was always surrounded by magic and
in some way she dedicated herself to service
from a very young age. Reading and meditation
showed her a sensory hypersensitivity and her
field of perception expanded. A series of
synchronicities led her to know Kambó and a
short time later, when the medicinal plant knew
it was ready, Ayahuasca knocked on the door.
Today she finds herself walking this beautiful and
loving path of self-knowledge, service, and
learning. Searching the wisdom of the elders in
jungles and expanding with her accompaniment
work in ceremonies. It is her contribution to this
planet Earth and humanity. Desiring to
contribute to bring heaven to earth and that we
live lovingly in peace and harmony.

Mònica was introduced to Ayahuasca already
the first time her singing began and for the
coming two years she accompanied that
Shaman in all of his ceremonies. She performed
with him at the III Alonso del Río Medicine
Music Festival in Peru and at the Ayahuasca
Conference in Gerona. In Peru she composed
her first medicine song, which has been
followed by many more.
She currently
combines her life as a mother of three children,
her work with teenagers, the "Connecta con tu
canto (connect with your singing)" classes she
gives together with her passion to accompany
people with her music in their healing process.
This path has helped her in her own healing and
she has so much gratitude for Ayahuasca for
making it all possible.
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GUARDIAN ANGEL
AND MUSICIAN
Olimpia began her spiritual journey in 2012 when
she met a Taita (shaman) from Putumayo in an
Ayahuasca Ceremony and she immediately
connected with the plant and the world of deep
healing that it offers. She was working with
various teachers and facilitators, deeply entering
the universe of ancient medicines and learning
the art of sharing them. At the same time, she
has been in constant development of her musical
gift, enriching each ceremony with her voice and
her different instruments. This method of
healing has become her way of living and
working. Her vocation for the service has
created a permanent place in this world with the
medicine always embracing her. Consistently
with the intention of spreading the love to grow
and help all beings that cross her path.

RETREAT HOUSE
The magical retreat house is located a 1-hour drive from
Barcelona in the region of Alt Penedes. Our beautiful
home for these 4 days is completely surrounded by
nature with the most gorgeous scenery.

ACCOMMODATION

These luxurious rooms are beautifully designed to provide
maximum comfort, privacy, and relaxation.

4 DAYS FULL RETREAT/PERSON
SHARED TWIN ROOM WITH SHARED BATHROOM - 800€
SHARED TWIN ROOM WITH EN-SUITE BATHROOM - 900€
PRIVATE BEDROOM WITH EN-SUIT BATHROOM - 1500€

WHAT'S INCLUDED?
❈ 4 days full retreat/person
❈ 2 nights of Ayahuasca
❈ Beautiful accommodation in Nature
❈ 1 Welcome Sister Ceremony
❈ 1 Intention Setting Ceremony
❈ Ceremony support
❈ Vegan Meals
❈ 1x Post-retreat 1:1 Integration call with Desirea or Matilda
❈ 1x Restorative Yoga in Shanti Vida
❈ Support in transportation within city center
❈ Makawee workbook
❈ Daily group integration

Agenda
This is an estimate of the agenda as when we work with medicine we will have to adjust timings
during the retreat

thursday

saturday

sunday

Meditation Class

09:30
10:30

friday

Makawee

Breakfast
Brunch

12:00
Intention Setting

12:30

Ritual

Drawing Integration

13:00

Talking Integration

14:00

Break

Brunch
Drawing Integration

Talking Integration

15:00
Talking Integration
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:30
20:30
22:00

Arrivals

Departures

Sisters Circle White clothing

Rest

Dinner
Introduction
Ayahuasca
White clothing

Ayahuasca
White clothing

TESTIMONIALS
Matilda and Desirea created something
incredible together and I am so grateful to
have been a part of it. They had a special
way of making everyone feel seen and heard,
everyone was important and they always
had time for you. I have never felt so
nurtured and so safe. They have created a
beautiful sisterhood of strong women, each
and everyone one of us was a reflection of
the other, we were all at different stages of
life but all came together as one, to heal
together, to be vulnerable together, to be
united together. I have never experienced
such sisterhood and that’s my greatest
takeaway from the whole trip, how great
and wonderful we women are when united
in our collective healing.
- Maria -

I cannot put into words how life-changing
the experience with Makawee was! It was my
first ceremony and encounter with the
medicine and I cannot imagine a more
beautiful set and setting. The medicine
women held the space in such a magical way,
accompanied by medicine songs and
supportive sisterhood. I will be forever
grateful and I can see incredible energetic
shifts in my life since the ceremony! It was a
deeply healing journey and I felt extremely
safe, held, and empowered in my process.
Sharing this retreat with so many other
women felt so sacred and ancestral. I
recommend this experience to all the women
in the world to restore the connection to
their divine feminine, their power, and
healing potential.
- Paulina -

TESTIMONIALS
I am forever grateful for the transformative
weekend I had the blessing to participate in during
the Makawee retreat. I have done several
Ayahuasca ceremonies in the past, but this
experience was on a completely different level. The
retreat is so well structured and organized. From
the moment I arrived, I felt safe, seen, and heard.
From the place, we were at, to all the beautiful
women I get to know, to the heart-opening flower
ceremony and the morning meditation before our
first ceremony.
I went through the most intensive and purifying
Ayahuasca experiences of my life, completely lifechanging, and on the other side of my control and
darkness, I found peace and love. When I thought I
couldn’t handle it anymore, the whole team was so
lovingly supporting me back to the light.

The level of connection and trust that was being
built during that period moved my heart so
deeply. I thought to myself, wow, this is what
unconditional love and sisterhood must feel like.
The integration was so healing and liberating
because when one woman shared her depth it
created an invitation for others to do the same. I
realized that we are never alone, and that the
power of vulnerability itself is transformative
and heart opening. I get tears in my eyes while
writing this because it reminds me of how blessed
I am to have found a community so pure. Thank
you, Matilda and Des, I love you. If you have the
chance to participate in one of the Makawee
retreats, be ready to be moved and changed for
the rest of your life.
- Ariana -

TESTIMONIALS
I had an amazing time with Makawee
For me it was the first time with Ayahuasca
and this was the perfect place with the best
people to make this journey. It was intense,
hard and the most beautiful experience at
the same time. I am so so happy and grateful
for all the support and love I got during this
weekend from all of my sisters 🤍 also grateful
for all the eye openers and the cleansing. I
feel so much lighter with an open heart. Like
if I see the world with total different glasses.
So much love for all of you!

It was amazing to feel the energy of feminine
power and be able to share in experiences
that have stayed with me, on which I often
reflect. Meeting so many powerful women
was a dream and keeping in touch with them
is truly part of the sisterhood that is created!
Allowing yourself to be vulnerable yet feeling
safe and accompanied is the greatest gift. The
team's support and guidance is something I
appreciate so much and hope to continue
having them in my life on this crazy ride!
- Alexandra-

-Tet -

RESERVE YOUR SPOT
CONTACT US AND CONFIRM WITH PAYMENT IN CASH IN SHANTI VIDA
MON - THURS | 17.30 - 20.30
RESERVATION FEE: 400€
REST OF PAYMENT: BEFORE THURSDAY 19TH JANUARY
MORE INFO PLEASE CONTACT BY WHATSAPP
MATILDA | +34 636 393 797
DES | +34 673 66 96 12

